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Executive Summary: Ready access to synthetic DNA has enabled vast progress in health and
biotechnology in recent decades. However, it also makes it easier for malicious actors to
develop biological weapons that threaten public health. Thus, it is crucial to regulate who can
order synthetic DNA of pathogens from commercial providers. Some synthetic DNA providers
screen customers and ordered sequences; however, there is no federal legislation addressing
the responsibilities of these companies. Voluntary compliance with the screening Guidance
issued by the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is not sustainable, as it
disadvantages companies who screen against those who do not. Here, we consider two policy
solutions. Option 1 is to mandate minimum screening standards for all US-based synthetic
DNA providers. This regulatory burden may weaken the US DNA synthesis sector, so we
recommend Option 2, which requires government-funded researchers to only use synthetic
DNA from accredited screening-compliant providers.

I. The biosecurity threat of synthetic DNA
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the
grave danger posed to humanity by the spread of
novel pathogens. As synthetic biology and digital
technology progress, humanity is becoming better
equipped to prevent, detect, and respond to natural
pandemics, but simultaneously, the risks from
human-caused pandemics are increasing (Madhav et
al. 2017, 317-321). This is partly due to the
development of user-friendly synthetic biology tools
that could grant increasingly many people
unaffiliated with academic or industrial research
groups the ability to create and release deadly
pathogens (Dev 2018, 3-17). A key concern is that a
bioterrorist group or another malicious actor would
order synthetic DNA from a commercial provider
and use this to construct a bioweapon.1

There are no publicly known cases of synthetic DNA
being used maliciously; however, the history of
bioterrorism suggests this is a serious concern. The
Japanese apocalyptic cult Aum Shinrikyo, for
instance, ran a multimillion-dollar secret

1We deliberately do not provide any details on these
techniques, in accordance with infohazard best practices.

bioweapons program involving anthrax, Ebola virus
and botulinum toxin between 1990 and 1995, but
failed to deploy functional and dangerous strains of
these organisms (Danzig et al. 2012, 18-28). If a
similar group were active today, the path to causing
severe harm would be easier.

While the annual probability of a bioterrorist
causing a terrible pandemic is small, the potentially
catastrophic nature of the risk means it deserves
serious public policy attention. Indeed, deliberately
released pathogens could be far worse than
naturally arising ones, as lethality and
transmissibility may be artificially enhanced.

Along with the risk from deliberate attacks like the
2001 anthrax letters (Jernigan et al. 2001, 934),
accidental lab leaks such as the one resulting in the
2007 foot-and-mouth disease outbreak (Anderson
2008, 8-13) pose an increased threat if researchers
are using dangerous DNA. Even if any adverse
incidents remain limited in scope, they could
plausibly turn public opinion against synthetic
biology. This potential overreaction would hinder
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the development and uptake of new technological
solutions to public health issues.

In the coming decades we will likely discover more
pathogens that pose even graver dangers than
currently endemic diseases, so safeguarding all
synthetic DNA before then is crucial.2

Synthetic DNA provides many benefits, especially in
the research and commercialization of medical
technology, food science, and biomanufacturing, so
even pandemic risks should not necessarily be seen
as sufficient reason to shut down this sector
(Engineering Biology Leadership Council 2021, 6-8).
The US leads the world in synthetic biology,
accounting for 39.8% of the global market, and this
is where many of the best and biggest DNA synthesis
companies are located, so it is especially important
that biotechnology is used safely and effectively here
(Global Industry Analysts 2022).

II. Safeguarding DNA synthesis
To assess the efficacy of safety measures, we cannot
measure reductions in malicious use of DNA
synthesis, as there is a baseline of zero. Instead, we
must use some combination of theoretical analysis
and ‘red-teaming,’ where safe actors deliberately
make dangerous orders, to verify DNA companies
have adequate security measures to catch the
danger. Twist Bioscience, a large and well-respected
DNA synthesis company, red-teamed their screening
systems and recommended other companies do
likewise (Diggans and Leproust 2019, 2).

Many academics are working on developing and
promoting better tools for DNA synthesis screening3

and some policy groups, notably the Nuclear Threat
Initiative in collaboration with the World Economic
Forum, are lobbying for improved government
regulation (Nuclear Threat Initiative and World
Economic Forum 2020). There is comparatively little
opposition to reform, as no one stands to gain from

3 In the authors’ opinion, the most important technical
work is being done by Secure DNA (part of Kevin Esvelt’s
lab at MIT), Todd Treangen’s lab at Rice University, and
Battele’s Threatseq project, though many of the people
listed in the references are doing valuable work.

2 Of particular concern is USAID’s DEEP VZN program
which seeks to discover novel zoonotic pathogens, publish
their genomes, and characterize their pandemic potential
(Sandbrink et al. 2022).

bioweapons being easily available. At worst,
companies are reluctant to spend extra money on
safety protocols; they are not opposed in principle.
This lack of concerted opposition means regulatory
reform is more achievable than in many domains.

One way to avert disaster is to very strictly police
access to the genetic sequence data of dangerous
pathogens. It is too late to implement this for already
known pathogens, as their genomes are freely
available on the internet, including 23,816 viral
genomes on the National Centre for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI) database alone (Vinatzer et al.
2019, 3).4 However, it is an important and urgent
recommendation for pathogens we are yet to
discover, given that the number of genomes listed on
the NCBI database has been doubling on average
once every eighteen months (NCBI 2022). The
research community could maintain almost all the
value of open science data-sharing practices (Hetu,
Koutouki, and Joly 2019, 1-2) while withholding the
genomes of the few very dangerous pathogens.

Another approach is to tightly regulate who has
access to synthetic DNA and only allow trusted
researchers in academic labs and biotechnology
companies to use this technology (Esvelt 2018, 2-5).
This can be achieved through thorough customer
screening to check that the customer is a legitimate
researcher, similar to a background check. While
customer screening of synthetic DNA orders should
be done to some extent, taking this too far will pose a
bureaucratic burden that will slow down science and
innovation, including medical research, and thus be
counterproductive. Moreover, there is some danger
that a legitimate researcher at a known institution
will turn out to be a malicious actor, so customer
screening is insufficient.

The most implementable and effective screening
solution centers on digital technology to
computationally screen all incoming synthetic DNA
orders to determine whether they could be used for
a bioweapon. The simplest instantiation of this is to
check whether an order is a close match to a gene
from any pathogen of concern. However, some
benign sequences are very similar across pathogenic
and non-pathogenic organisms, and these sequences
being falsely flagged as dangerous could hamper

4 Most of these are not pathogenic to humans, though
some are.
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valuable research (Diggans and Leproust 2019, 2).
More recently, software has been developed to detect
how similar a given order is to sequences with
dangerous functions, and hence whether to approve
the order (Balaji et al. 2022, 1-3). A particularly
promising approach involves cryptographically
encoding a database obtained through international
consensus that contains all known dangerous
sequences and checking every order for matches
against this database (Gretton et al. n.d., 2-6).
Encryption allows all companies to use the database,
while no company can access the unencrypted data
of the dangerous sequences.

Currently, many companies do screen using the tools
described above, notably those in the International
Gene Synthesis Consortium (IGSC), an industry body
set up in 2009 for companies to coordinate
screening best practices. However, no government
currently mandates that companies screen all
orders, and the UN and other intergovernmental
bodies have also not taken charge on this issue.
Thus, it remains straightforward for malicious actors
to order from companies they know do not screen.
One of the key bottlenecks for achieving a world
safer from engineered pandemics is to enact policy
and governance interventions to make more
companies meet minimum screening standards.

III. Policy options

i. Option 1: Mandating minimum screening standards
Currently, the Department of Health and Human
Services (2022, 25496) states DNA synthesis
companies should be “verifying the legitimacy of
customers” and checking for “sequences derived
from or encoding select agents and toxins.” However,
there is no legal obligation for companies to comply
with this Guidance. As of today, eleven US DNA
synthesis companies are members of the IGSC and
hence perform some screening, while at least twelve
others show no evidence of performing screening.5

5The IGSC website lists member companies at
https://genesynthesisconsortium.org/. We will not
disclose here the names of the companies that appear not
to screen, lest this information help malicious actors. We
are happy to supply our database of DNA providers
categorized by screening status and country to trusted
researchers upon request.

One policy option is for Congress to enact legislation
requiring that all synthetic DNA providers must
meet minimum customer and sequence screening
standards, similar to those used by the IGSC
(International Gene Synthesis Consortium 2017).6

Advantages
This is the clearest route to achieving universal
screening in the US, and it is relatively simple to
administer as there would be a defined benchmark
specific companies must meet. This option has many
parallels in other industries; for instance,
pharmacists must check whether each order is
dangerous and if so only allow a customer to
complete the purchase if they have a prescription
(Code of Federal Regulations, n.d.). Because the US is
a global leader in DNA synthesis, the successful
implementation of this law could set a powerful
precedent for other countries to follow. Moreover,
regardless of other countries passing similar
legislation, foreign DNA synthesis companies would
need to comply with US standards to be allowed to
export to the large US market.

Disadvantages
Overly onerous DNA synthesis screening regulation
would introduce significant new costs of doing
business as a DNA provider in the US, and hence
push companies overseas. This would hinder the US
economy, especially research and development, and
harm synthesis company employees. Moreover, it
may even be counterproductive from a biosecurity
perspective if excessive regulation drives greater
market share to countries with worse safety and
security infrastructure. Thus, to be worthwhile, this
ban on unsafe synthesis companies must be
introduced gradually, while assisting companies to
develop compliant screening systems with minimal
additional cost.

Enforcing this new regulation would require
government agencies to monitor the screening
practices of companies, perhaps including
red-teaming them. Further, the minimum standards
would need to be regularly revisited to ensure they
are appropriate in light of ongoing rapid

6 The HHS Guidance could also be used as a model, though
the IGSC standards are preferable as they provide more
flexibility to implement screening with different
techniques, while the HHS Guidance is more rigid and
quickly outdated.
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technological change. All this will require additional
government expenditure without increasing
taxation, so will not be revenue-neutral.

ii. Option 2: Requiring government-funded research to
only use synthetic DNA from accredited providers
The HHS Guidance is directed towards synthetic
DNA providers, outlining screening standards that
they should follow, which pose extra costs and might
deter some customers. While DNA providers have a
great responsibility to ensure their products are safe,
they should not be the sole actors bearing the
burden of screening. Without customer compliance,
the efforts of synthesis companies who screen are
futile, given that researchers who do not want their
orders to be screened could order from companies
that do not screen. Indeed, if an order is rejected on
biosecurity grounds, there is nothing to stop this
customer from simply re-ordering the same
sequences from a non-screening company.

We propose that Congress enact legislation requiring
that all government-funded researchers only use
synthetic DNA from companies that meet minimum
customer and sequence screening standards, similar
to those used by the IGSC (International Gene
Synthesis Consortium 2017).

Advantages
The federal government provides massive funding
for research and development, $138B in 2020 alone,
which was 19% of all R&D funding in the US
(Boroush 2022).7 Much of this is spent on life
sciences research, including synthetic biology. Thus,
ensuring that none of this research funding is used
to purchase DNA from non-screening synthesis
companies will create significant extra demand, and
thus revenue, for compliant DNA providers.
Consequently, it would also motivate non-screening
companies to start screening to avoid losing
federally funded customers. Further, this policy
could raise awareness of the importance of
biosecurity among researchers, leading to better
security standards and norms.

Disadvantages
Government-funded researchers are unlikely to be
covertly pursuing bioweapons, so arguably this
policy is not targeted at the gravest risk. Malicious

7 The remaining R&D funding came from corporations,
universities, philanthropists and state governments.

actors are less likely to be receiving government
funding and could therefore easily keep ordering
from non-screening companies with private funding.
However, as stated above, this policy would
indirectly incentivize companies to start screening,
eventually eliminating the non-screening companies
that malicious actors could order from.

Another difficulty is that federal legislation is hard to
enact. The State of California tried to mandate that
the University of California (UC) and California State
University (CSU) only use screened DNA, however,
the legislation was vetoed by the Governor and later
softened to only require CSU to provide guidance to
their researchers and request UC to do the same
(California State Legislature 2022). If a stronger
version could not be enacted with bipartisan State
legislature support, it is hard to imagine how it could
work on a federal level. However, even if legislation
proves to be too hard, it is still worthwhile to at least
provide thorough guidance and recommendations
for researchers using government funding, given the
significant efforts of many DNA providers to follow
the voluntary HHS Guidance.

IV. Policy recommendation
We recommend Option 2, to require
government-funded researchers to only use
synthetic DNA from companies that meet minimum
customer and sequence screening standards. To
implement this policy, the federal government would
maintain a list of domestic and international
companies that have passed all necessary checks
and been accredited as safe providers. Researchers
would then need to acknowledge in their grant
application that they are legally required to only use
DNA from accredited companies. Should there be
concerns about researchers reneging on this
commitment, a small enforcement team conducting
spot checks would likely prove sufficient to keep
researchers compliant. Enacting this policy would
improve DNA synthesis security by encouraging
more companies to screen and would not
substantially hinder synthetic biology research.
Thus, this proposal would reduce public health risks
and ensure that we can continue to safely harness
the power of biotechnology.
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